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Abstract 
An E,-monoidal structure on a category A is a coherently associative and commutative 
multiplication on A with respect to which the classifying space BA has an n-fold 
delooping. When n = 1, 2 or OS an E,-monoidal structure is, up to equivalence, a 
strict monoidal, braided tensor or permutative structure respectively. The construction 
of deloopings requires a careful analysis of higher homotopy commutativity for E,,- 
monoidal categories A. There results a category WA such that B WA is an n-fold 
delooping of BA. We also construct an n-fold delooping of A as a sequence of l-fold 
deloopings. 
1. Introduction 
It has long been known that the classifying space of a strict monoidal 
category has a l-fold delooping and the classifying space of a permutative 
category has an “infinite delooping” [8,9]. More recently it was noticed that 
the classifying space of a braided tensor category has a 2-fold delooping [ 5,121. 
In this paper we introduce the notion of E,-monoidal category, defined for 
y1 = 1,2,..., CG, which includes the above examples ( IZ = 1, 2 and 03). This 
is essentially a strict monoidal category A with additional structure encoding 
higher homotopy commutativity in such a way that its classifying space BA 
has an n-fold delooping. Thus E,-monoidal categories provide a new source of 
input for the n-fold delooping constructions of [4] and [7]. We also obtain 
new delooping constructions by constructing “categorical deloopings”; that is, 
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we associate to an E,-monoidal category A another category C such that BC 
is an n-fold delooping of BA. A more specific statement of results follows. An 
alternate approach to n-fold structures appears in the work of Kapranov and 
Voevodsky [6], where braided n-categories are related to (n + 1 )-categories. 
Their work involves categorical coherence in contrast to our use of homotopical 
coherence. The idea of delooping n-fold structures on categories first appeared 
in the work of Boardman and Vogt [ 11. Their delooping construction is 
different from the constructions of this paper. Moreover, their notion of y1- 
fold structure is different from those in this paper and in [6]. Presumably, a 
comparison of the different types of input would lead to an equivalence of the 
delooping constructions here and in [ 11. 
Section 2 begins by defining a category M,Cat with objects the E,-monoidal 
categories, which is then compared for n = 1, 2 and oc to the categories of 
strict monoidal, braided tensor and permutative categories respectively. We 
show in Theorem 2.11 that M,Cat is “E,-equivalent” (see Definition 2.9) 
to the category Perm (permutative categories and strict morphisms). This 
implies that E,-monoidal categories are acceptable input for inlinite loop 
space machines [8-lo]. There are similar results for n = 1 and 2. 
In Section 3 we turn to constructing categorical deloopings. This was first 
done for strict monoidal and permutative categories in [ 131. Here we construct 
two different categorical deloopings of an E,-monoidal category A. The first is a 
sequence of functors B’i, i = 1,2,. . . , n such that lJ$A is an i-fold delooping of 
A. The second uses the Grothendieck construction of [ 131 to produce an n-fold 
delooping of A. We show that each construction fits into an appropriate group 
completion (Theorems 3.4 and 3.6) and therefore is a delooping construction 
as claimed. 
Notation and conventions. 7 will denote the category of compactly generated 
weak Hausdorff spaces with nondegenerate basepoint. Simplicial spaces are to 
be proper, i.e. degeneracies are cofibrations. Cat will denote the category of 
(small) based topological categories and based, continuous functors. 
A map of simplicial spaces f is an equivalence if the geometric realization 
IfI is a weak homotopy equivalence. We say a functor F in Cat is a weak 
equivalence if BF is a weak homotopy equivalence. We say F is an equiv- 
alence of categories if it has an inverse up to natural isomorphism (natural 
transformations are continuous and based I. 
2. E,-monoidal categories 
After defining E,-monoidal categories, we give another formulation in terms 
of operad actions on categories (Proposition 2.7). This in turn is used to 
prove the central results of this section, Theorems 2.11 and 2.13, concerning 
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pet-mutative and braided tensor categories. 
Let R+ denote the additive (topological) monoid of nonnegative real num- 
bers, and R; the multiplicative group of positive reals. Each may be regarded 
as a category with all morphisms identities and as such each is permutative. 
Define a category Cat(R; ) as follows. An object is a category A together with 
functors p : A + R+ , q : R, + A, and 01 : R; x A + A satisfying 
(i) p-’ (lo) = I,, where * is the basepoint of A, 
(ii) p o q = id, 
(iii) v, is a left R;-action with p and ye equivariant. 
A morphism of such objects is a morphism in Cat preserving all of this 
structure. We usually drop CJJ from the notation and write objects as (A,p, q). 
The parametrization allows an economical description of higher homotopy 
commutativity for a monoidal structure on A (cf. Proposition 2.7). 
Example. For Al in Cat, let RA, be the subcategory of Al x R+ consisting of 
morphisms (f, It) such that f = l* if t = 0. If F : Al + B1 is a functor let 
RF(f, It) = (Ff, It). This defines a functor R : Cat 3 Cat(R;). 
Lemma 2.1. R : Cat + Cat(R; ) is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. Define U : Cat(R; ) ---f Cat on objects by UA = A,, where Al is the 
category with objects p-’ (1) and morphisms p-l ( 1 1 ). Then R o U and U o R 
are naturally isomorphic to the respective identity functors. 0 
Definition 2.2. An E,,-monoidal category is an object (A,p, q) of Cat(R; ) 
together with R;-equivariant functors pu, : A2 + A, i = 1,2,. . . , n such that 
(i) (A, pi, *) is a monoid in Cat (i.e. a strict monoidal category) for each i, 
(ii) p and ye are (strict) monoidal functors with respect to each pi, 
(iii) yi(pj(fi,f2),pj(f3,f4)) = p,(,~(fi,f3),p~i(f2,_6)) whenever i # J’ 
and (ph ) (ph) = (pf2 ) (ph ), for all morphisms fk in A. 
An E,-monoidal finctor is a morphism F : (A,p, q) + (A’,p’, q’) in 
Cat(R;) such that each F : (A,pi) ---f (A’, ,a:) is a (strict) monoidal functor. 
The category of E,-monoidal categories will be denoted M,Cat. 
If A in Cat is monoidal, then RA is an El-monoidal category. One can also 
construct the free E,-monoidal category on an object in Cat( R; ) similar to 
the free n-fold monoid construction in [ 31. Theorems 2.11 and 2.13 provide 
many other examples. 
We will need certain generalizations of some of the basic ideas concerning 
operads. Since this is straightforward, we will be brief. See [7] for more on 
operads. 
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Definition 2.3. A categorical operad (or cat-operad) C consists of (unbased) 
categories Cj, j > 0 with Cc the trivial category, functors y : Ck x Cj, X. . x Cj, --t 
Czj, and functorial actions Cj x 2, --t Cj satisfying 
(i) associativity of y as for ordinary operads, 
(ii) there is an object e in Ci such that y( 1,; f) = f and y(f; l,, . . . 1,) = 
f for f in Cj, 
(iii) equivariance conditions as for ordinary operads. 
A morphism F : C + C’ of cat-operads consists of C,-equivariant functors 
Fj : Cj 4 Ci such that Fl (e) = e’ and F commutes with ‘J. 
The conditions not given explicitly can be found in [ 7, Section 11. 
Thus we have categories Op and Cat-Op with objects the operads and cat- 
operads respectively, and they are related as follows. 
Proposition 2.4. There are functors I : Op + Cat-Op and B : Cat-Op + Op, 
and a natural isomorphism B o I % id. 
Proof. If C is a cat-operad, we obtain BC by taking classifying spaces in each 
degree. BC is an operad with composition maps By and symmetric group 
actions induced by those on C. If V is an operad, let (la)j = a(j) the 
category with objects D(j) and all morphisms identities. 0 
Examples. (i) Let Sj = Cj, the translation category of Cj; the objects are 
the elements of Cj and there is a unique morphism 0 + r for 0, T E Cj. 
Thus it suffices to define the cat-operad structure just on objects. The Cj- 
action is given by right multiplication. If ej E Zj is the identity element, let 
Y(ek;ej,,...,ej,) = ezj,. This determines y on all objects by the equivariance 
conditions (Definition 2.3 (iii) ). 
(ii) Any operad can be regarded as a cat-operad by Proposition 2.4. 
Let C be a cat-operad. A C-object in Cat is a category A with functors 
Cj x Aj + A satisfying 
(i) OjO (Y X l)(c,cl,...,ck,fi,...,fk) = ~k(c;s,,(c,;fi),..-,ej~(ck;fk)), 
(ii) 6r(l;-) = id : A + A, 
(iii) &(ca; f) = @k(c;(if ), 
for c in ck, c in Ck, ci in Cj,, f iI3 Ak and h in Ai. 
The C-objects form a category C [Cat]. If 2) is an operad regarded as a cat- 
operad write V [Cat] for the category of ID-objects. The category of D-spaces 
is denoted as usual by ‘D [I]. 
As in Proposition 1.4, the classifying space functor induces functors B : 
C[Cat] + BC[I] and B : 2)[Cat] + a[7]. 
Definition 2.5. If C is a cat-operad, the associated monad C : Cat --f Cat is 
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on objects by 
CA = UCj XZ, A’/ N 
i>O 
where - makes certain basepoint identifications. 
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If C[Cat] is the category of C-algebras in Cat, then C [Cat] is isomorphic 
to C [Cat] as usual. Moreover, CA is the free C-object on A [7]. 
Lemma 2.6. Zf C is a cat-operad and C’ = BC, then B(CA) G C’(BA), for any 
category A, where C’ is the associated monad of C’. 
Proof. B(CA) has a natural C’-action, so the inclusion BA c-1 B(CA) extends 
to a C’-map C’ (BA) + B (CA) which is easily seen to be a homeomor- 
phism. 0 
With these preliminaries out of the way, we now turn to the central results 
of this section, Theorems 2.11 and 2.13. 
Let C, be the little n-cubes operad [ 71. Recall from [3] that we can form 
the tensor product C, @’ of n copies of Ci. It is shown in [3] that Cy’ and C, are 
homotopy equivalent operads, and therefore C, @fl also detects n-fold loop spaces. 
There are inclusions of operads Cr’ L--* CF(“+‘), and we let CT = colim, Cy’. 
Proposition 2.7. There is an equivalence of categories 
R : Cp’ [Cat] + M,Cat. 
Proof. If we ignore the extra structure, this is just the equivalence of categories 
of Lemma 2.1. Thus it must be verified that Cpn-actions correspond to E,,- 
monoidal structures under this equivalence. The arguments of [ 3, Section 1 ] 
can be adapted to show this. 0 
Recall from above the cat-operad S, and that Perm denotes permutative 
categories and strict morphisms. 
Proposition 2.8. There is an isomorphism of categories 
S[Cat] 2 Perm. 
Proof. In the language of cat-operads, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 of [8] say we have 
a functor Perm --f S[Cat] which is the identity on underlying objects. It is 
easy to see this is an isomorphism. 0 
We say that a morphism F : C --f C’ of cat-operads is an equivalence if BF 
is an equivalence of operads, i.e. each BFj is a weak Zj-homotopy equivalence. 
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Just as for ordinary operads, this implies (by Lemma 2.6) that the induced 
morphism of associated monads CA -+ C’A is an equivalence for any A in 
Cat. 
In what follows we make frequent use of the two-sided bar construction, 
details of which can be found in [ 7, Section 93. 
Let P : C --f I7 be a morphism of cat-operads. Define F : C [Cat] --) 27 [Cat] 
and G : D[Cat] -+ C[Cat] by F(A) = B(D, C,A) and G(X) = X regarded as 
a C-object via P. We note that F and G preserve weak equivalences. 
Consider the chains of morphisms 
A+%?(C,C,A)=B(D,C,A) = GF(A), 
FG(X) = B(D,C,GX) =B(D,D,X) %X. 
Then &A, EX are always weak equivalences, and B (P, 1 , 1 ), B ( 1, P, 1) are weak 
equivalences if P is an equivalence of cat-operads. These morphisms are natural 
in A and X, and by formally inverting EA we obtain natural transformations 
ye : id - GF, E:FG-id. 
Moreover, these transformations satisfy G&X 0 vGX = 1 GX for all objects X 
in V [Cat], where the composition here is juxtaposition of chains of morphisms. 
The “arrows” indicate formal morphisms. 
The following definition formalizes this example. We suppose given a functor 
F : U --) U between categories each having a class of equivalences, i.e. a 
subcategory containing the isomorphisms. 
Definition 2.9. F : U -+ V is an E-equivalence if there is a functor G : V + U 
and natural transformations q : id - GF and E : FG - id, such that 
(i) F and G preserve equivalences, 
(ii) VX : X - GFX and EY : FGY - Y are equivalences for X in U 
and Y in V, 
(iii) the following diagram of natural transformations commutes: 
Categories U and U’ are E-equivalent if there is a chain of E-equivalences 
connecting them. 
The notion of E-equivalence is discussed more fully in [ 4 1. In this paper we 
use the term En-equivalence when considering categories related to M,Cat. 
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Example. Any equivalence of categories determines an E-equivalence. There- 
fore R : Cy’ [Cat] -+ M,Cat is an E,-equivalence and the isomorphism Perm -+ 
S[Cat] of Proposition 2.8 is an Em-equivalence. 
See Section 3 for additional examples. 
Lemma 2.10. If P : C -+ V is an equivalence of cat-operads, then F 
D[Cat] is an E-equivalence. 
: C [Cat l- 
Proof. This was sketched above. To see that F (-) = B(D, C, -) preserves 
weak equivalences, suppose f : A -+ A’ is a weak equivalence in C [Cat] and 
considerBFf : BFA -+ BFA’. By Lemma 2.6, this map can be identified with 
B( 1, 1, Bf) : B(D’, C’, BA) --f B(D’, C’, BA’) which is clearly an equivalence. 
The remainder of the proof is routine. [7 
Theorem 2.11. The categories M,Cat and Perm are Em-equivalent. 
Proof. In view of the previous example, it suffices to show that Cr [Cat] and 
S[Cat] are Em-equivalent. This is immediate from Lemma 2.10, since the 
projections Cy +- Cy x S -+ S are equivalences of cat-operads. 0 
We next show that MZ [Cat] is Ez-equivalent to Braid, the category with 
objects the braided tensor categories and strict morphisms thereof. For this we 
need to recall some results on braided operads from [ 51. The arguments are 
then analogous to those above. 
The notion of braided operad is obtained by letting the braid groups Bj play 
the role of the symmetric groups in the definition of operad. Thus we are 
given actions Cj x Bj + Cj and an internal composition y subject to the same 
conditions as for an operad, but with equivariance conditions interpreted in 
terms of braid groups. 
Any operad can be regarded as a braided operad with the braid groups acting 
via the projections B, + L’j. In fact there is a category of braided operads 
BrOp which contains Op as a subcategory. There is also a category of braided 
cat-operads BrCat-Op and it contains Cat-Op as a subcategory. Moreover, the 
functors B and Z of Proposition 2.4 extend to B : BrCat-Op + BrOp and 
I : BrOp ----f BrCat-Op such that B o I S’ id. We also note that Lemmas 2.6 and 
2.10 remain true in this context. 
Examples. (i) There is a braided cat-operad g with fij = Bj, the translation 
category of Bj. 
2 (ii) In [ 51 Fiedorowicz constructs a braided operad C, whose jth space 
is the universal cover of C?‘(j). The spaces C?(j) are contractible and the 
Z braid groups act freely. Moreover the covering projection rc : C, + Cp2 is a 
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morphism of braided operads which induces an isomorphism on the monad 
-z level C, A -+ C, @2A, for any A in Cat. 
Proposition 2.12. There is an isomorphism of categories Braid s g[Cat]. 
Proof. Just as in Proposition 2.8, the isomorphism is the identity on underlying 
objects. The point is that the higher coherence for commutativity in a braided 
tensor category A is precisely what is needed for a g-action on A. 0 
Theorem 2.13. The categories MzCat and Braid are E2-equivalent. 
Proof. Consider the morphisms of braided cat-operads 
where P and Q are projections. 
Since the braided operads BE and C? consist of contractible spaces on 
which the braid groups act freely, we see that P and Q are equivalences of 
braided cat-operads. Thus they determine Ez-equivalences as in Lemma 2.10. 
Although 71 is not an equivalence of braided operads, it was noted above that it 
induces an isomorphism on the monad level. This is sufficient for n to induce 
an E2-equivalence of categories. 
It follows that fi[Cat] and Cy2 [Cat] are E2-equivalent. Propositions 2.7 and 
2.12 complete the proof. 0 
Remark. Let M be the operad with M (j) = Cj [7]. Then M [Cat] is isomor- 
phic to MonCat (strict monoidal categories and strict morphisms). We leave 
it to the reader to show that M [Cat] is Ei -equivalent to MlCat. 
3. Delooping E,-monoidal categories 
In this section we construct categorical deloopings of E,-monoidal categories. 
The natural approach is to choose an appropriate delooping construction on 
the space level and extend it to categories. There seems to be just one known 
construction for which this can be done, an n-fold delooping functor, Bn, 
defined in [ 41 that generalizes Segal’s l-fold delooping functor as defined 
in [ 141 (cf. [ 1 l] 1. Unfortunately, B, does not directly accept E,-monoidal 
categories as input. However we will show that the category of acceptable 
input for B, is En-equivalent to M,Cat. This gives rise to the i-fold delooping 
constructions W, of the Introduction, and also to n-fold deloopings via the 
Grothendieck construction of [ 131. 
Let A denote the simplicial category and F the skeletal category of finite 
based sets, both with objects the ordered sets n = (0, 1,. . . , n}, y1 2 0. Recall 
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that we can associate to an operad C two categories of operators c^ [4,14] and 
c [lo] with objects the ordered sets n. c^ has morphism spaces 
C^(n,m) = u UC*(,) 
p /=I 
where rj = p(j) - v(_i - l), the disjoint union is over q”%doP(n,m) and C* 
is the ~1012 C operad [7], associated with C. There is an evident augmentation 
functor c^+ M^ = d”P, where M is the operad with M(j) = E,. c is defined 
similarly with d”P replaced by F, and there is an augmentation ? + F. 
If we take C to be the little l-cubes operad Cl we can relate the augmentations 
E : e --) (A”P)” and 6 : Cyn -+ F as follows. Let 0 denote the composite 
(d”P)” F”‘P 5 3 where F is the standard functor and A is smash product 
of finite sets (see [ IO] for both). In [4] we defined a functor T : G -+ CF’ 
such that 60~ = 00~. 
The following diagram is the key step in constructing delooping functors on 
M,Cat, 
M,Cat k C@” [Cat] 
i? - 
- 1 zzz112 CF” [Cat] +c;“Cat] + (Aop)” [Cat], 
P 
where the equivalence of categories is from Section 2. We need to explain the 
rest of the diagram. 
Given a functor 2 : d”P --f Cat, there is for each m 2 0 a functor n(m) : 
Z(m) ---) Z(l)m induced by the maps n, E d(l,m) for i = 1,2,...,m. Z is 
said to be special if each IC (m) is a weak equivalence. We say that Z is proper if 
Z (0) is the trivial category and obj Z and morZ are proper simplicial spaces. 
We define (d”P)“[Cat] to be the category with objects all functors Z : 
(AOP)” --f Cat that are both special and proper in each simplicial variable. 
Morphisms are the natural transformations. 
If C is an operad, we have morphisms ( nPp; 1) E i?(m, l), where 1 E C ( 1) 
is the unit element. Given a functor X : c^ + Cat, we obtain functors TC (m) : 
X(m) + X (1)” and so can define X to be special as above. In a similar way, 
we can also define X to be proper (see [ 41). 
The objects of q [Cat] are the continuous functors X : i!$ + [Cat] that 
are special and proper in each variable. Again, morphisms are the natural 
transformations. 
The category Cpn [Cat] is defined in an analogous way. 
We next define the various functors in the above diagram. For this we need 
associated monads for categories of operators; they will be written c and r. 
LetPbetheoperadwithP(0) = {*},?(I) = {l},andP(j) = 0,forj>2. 
Note that P is a suboperad of any operad C, and thus F is a subcategory of c? 
Let [@,Cat] denote the category with objects the proper functors P^” -+ Cat. 
The monad en : [p^n,Cat] + [@, Cat] is defined on objects Y by 
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E”Y(m,,... ,m,) = IJ C^(rl,ml) x...xC^(f,,m,) x Y(rl,..., r,)/-, 
(h,...J”) 
where N is the relation given by (f o g, h ) - (f, ( Y g ) (h ) ) for morphisms f 
in p, g in ?’ and h in Y. 
The monads for the three categories of operators in the diagram above will 
be denoted by ?F, M^” and CFn. 
For an operad C define functors T : c[Cat] --t Cat and T, : @ [Cat] --t Cat 
by T(x) = X(1) and T,(Y) = Y(l,...,l). 
For A in CF”[Cat] let @4)(m) = AM. If (f;~i,...,c~) E CF’(r,m), the 
induced functor A’ ---f A” is given by (gi,...,gr) - (hl,...,hm), where 
$ = ‘,(cj;{gk I f(k) = j}) with the gks in their given order. This defines 
RA and R is defined on morphisms in the obvious way. 
The remaining functors in the diagram are defined on objects by: 
p(X) = B(CF”7; c @n,X), ’ I 
r*(X) = Xoz, r,(Y) = RB(CF”T,,c^;, Y), 
E*(Z) = z OE, E*(Y) = B(M^“,C’:,Y). 
We can repeat all of this with Cat replaced by ‘7 and obtain a diagram 
M,7- k CE”“[‘T] + cFn [II +37] + (PP)“[I]. 
The functor I : 7 + Cat induces functors from this diagram to the previous 
one and the resulting diagram commutes, i.e. I o E, = E* o I, etc. 
Similarly B : Cat -+ 7 induces functors in the opposite direction and the 
resulting diagram commutes up to natural isomorphism, e.g. B 0 p FZ p 0 B. 
Let Un : M,Cat + (A”P)” [Cat] and V, : (A”P)“[Cat] ---f M,Cat be the 
composites across the first diagram, and let UA, Vi be the corresponding 
composites for the second diagram. The following lemma is immediate. 
Lemma 3.1. There are natural isomorphisms of functors: 
(i) B o U,, g U,!, o B and B o V, g V,l o B. 
(ii) UnoI=ZoU~and~~oI=ZoI/,‘. 0 
It is shown in [4] that p : Cy” [I] + Cc”” [I] is an &-equivalence. As 
noted above B commutes with p up to natural isomorphism, and it follows 
that p : CFn [Cat] -+ C, @’ [Cat] is also an _&equivalence. Similarly, r* and a* 
are En-equivalences. This proves the following result. 
Proposition 3.2. The categories MnCat and (A”P)” [Cat] are E,-equivalent, and 
similarly with Cat replaced by 7. q 
We next recall from [4] a delooping construction we refer to as &gal’s n-fold 
delooping machine. It consists of a pair of functors B, : ( A”P), [I] -+ 7 and 
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A, : 7 -+ (AOP)” [I] together with a natural group completion X - A,B,X. 
Let A : 7 + A”P [I] be Segal’s loop functor made proper [4,14]. Also let 
,I(‘) : (AOP)‘-‘[I] -+ (A”P)‘[7] be A applied degreewise, for i = 1,2,...,n. 
We now define A, = A(n)~...~A(l). We also define B, = B(l)o...oB(“), where 
B”’ : (A”P)‘[I] + (AOP)‘-’ [I] is geometric realization applied to the last 
simplicial variable. It is shown in [4] that there are natural group completions 
Z __A(“’ o.. . o /i(n-i+l) o B(“-i+l) o.. . o B(“‘Z. 
It then follows from the uniqueness theorems of [4] that there is a natural 
equivalence Vi 0 Acn) 0.. . 0 A(n-i+l)Y E fi2’ o &Y of E,-monoids for Y an 
object of (A”p)n-i [I], where En’ = RQ’U. Here R and U are the functors of 
Proposition 2.7 (on the space level) and Sz is the usual loop functor. If i = n, 
we let Gn = RIP. 
The key observation is that B(‘) extends in the obvious way to a functor B(‘) : 
(A”P)‘[Cat] -+ (AOP)‘-‘[Cat]. Moreover, B(‘) commutes with the classifying 
space functor up to natural isomorphism. 
Definition 3.3. The i-fold delooping functor Wi is defined as the composite 
M,Cat%(AoP)“[Cat] - (AoP)“-‘[Cat] V.‘.M,_i[Cat], 
where the unlabelled arrow is B(“-i+l) o . . o B(“). 
This definition is justified by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. There is a group completion 
BA -+ SB~A 
natural for E,,-monoidal categories A, i = 1,. . . ,n. Therefore W$A is an i-fold 
delooping of A. 
Proof. To simplify notation write L = ACn) 0. ..oA(+~+~) and W = B(“-i+*) o 
. . 0 B(“). From above we have a group completion BU,A - L WBU,A in 
(A”P)” [I], and hence a group completion in M,,l, 
BA = BI/,U,,A 2 I/,‘BU,,A - V;LWBU,,A. 
We also have V,‘LWBU,,A C- ni& WBU,,A g SZ’BV”_i WUnA = k?BH$A, 
an equivalence in M,,l. Combining this with the previous group completion 
finishes the proof. 0 
For our second delooping construction we will need a topologized version of 
Thomason’s homotopy colimit theorem [ 131. Let K be a category with obj K 
discrete and F : K + Cat a based, continuous functor. Continuous means that 
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for all objects k, I of K the map K (k, 1) + Funct(F(k),F(I)) is continu- 
ous, where Funct (A, A’) is topologized as a subspace of Map (obj A, obj A’) x 
Map (mor A, mor A’). The Grothendieck construction on F is a category denoted 
K t F. The objects are pairs (k,x) with li an object of K and x an object of 
F(k). Morphisms are of the form (u,f) : (kl,xl) + (ko,xo) with u : k, + k. 
in K and f : F(u)(x,) +x0 in F(ko). 
Let obj (K 2 F ) be topologized as a subspace of & (obj K x obj F(k) ), and 
mor (K 2 F) as a subspace of & (mor K x mor F (k) ), with the coproducts 
taken over k E obj K. This makes K 1 F an object of Cat. 
The homotopy colimit theorem of [ 131 can be used to prove the general- 
ization of that result to topological categories. Namely that there is a natural 
equivalence 
hocolimNF --) N(K 1 F), 
where N is the nerve functor. 
One can also show that for any functor X : (A”P)” -+ Cat there is a natural 
equivalence 
hocolim NX --$ diag NX, 
where diag denotes the diagonal of a multi-simplicial set. This can be deduced 
from [2, XII, 3.41. 
Putting these two equivalences together we obtain the following (cf. [ 13, 
Proposition 2.1.3 J ) : 
Lemma 3.5. For X : (d”P)” + Cat there is a natural equivalence 
N( (Aop)” 2 X) Y diag NX. 
Theorem 3.6. There is a natural group completion 
BA - EnnB( Aop)” 1 U,A) 
for E,-monoidal categories A.Thus (A”P)” 1 U,,A is a categorical n-fold delooping 
ofA. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, there is a group completion 
BA - LPB,Bu,A. 
By Lemma 3.5, we have B,BU,A S ldiagNU,,Al E IN((A”P)n 2 U,A)I = 
B ( (A’P)” 1 U, A), which completes the proof. 0 
Remark. There are variations on Theorem 3.6. For example, el(-) is an n-fold 
delooping construction on q [Cat]. One can show there are weak equivalences 
q 1 X = q 1 E*E,X rz (A”P)” t&,X. 
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Theorem 3.6 can also be generalized to yield i-fold deloopings in the sense 
of Theorem 3.4. 
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